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Tomte

TOMTE ORNAMENTS

Our selection at the left includes knit-costumed pairs with handpainted details from Sweden 8004 to 8013 and hand-crafted
tonttu from Finland with real fleece beards. 8007

BLOCK TOMTAR

Let your imagination change these
whimsical wooden tomtar from Sweden into
dozens of interesting combinations!

TOMTE SHELF SITTERS

Our shelf-sitting couple is guaranteed to bring a smile.

8017. $13.50 5”
8018. $15.00 7”
8019. $16.00 9”

8014. Standing Couple $45.00/Pair 12”
8015. Shelf Sittering Couple $45.00/Pair 10.5” sitting with 11” legs

Nisser (in Norway & Denmark), Tomtar (in
Sweden) or Tonttu (in Finnish) are the elves
of folklore that Scandinavians have loved for
generations. You’ll usually see them with
their friends, the household cats. Your elf
will bring your family good fortune in the
coming year if you remember him with a
Christmas Eve treat!

FELT REINDEER

8004. $10.00 2.2”

8005. $10.00 2.2”

FELT-COSTUMED TOMTAR

It will keep your tomte company.

Our popular figures from Sweden have fleecy
wool beards.

8016. $16.00 8”

8020. $26.00 14” 8021. $17.50 9”

DANISH NISSE NOTE CARDS

Peter Nielsen’s wonderful illustrations capture
the “home life” of Nisse families.

8022. $16.00/Set of 8 cards & envelopes. 4 X 6”

FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS

Triple-ply napkins in cocktail or luncheon
sizes come in packages of 20.
8023 C. $5.00 8023 L. $6.00

SWEDISH TOMTE

8006. $8.00 2”

We have an entire family of hand-made
figures celebrating the snowy landscape.
Scarf tomte with jaunty folk-ribbon scarves:

8016

8007. $14.50 2.5”

8001. $17.00 10”
8002. $12.00 8”
8003. $13.50 5”

8014

8017

8008.

$7.00
2.2”

8015

8018
8019

8009.

$7.00
2.2”

8010. $6.00 2.6”

8011. $6.00 2.6”

8001
8002
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8023

8003

3
8012. $7.00 2.6”

8013. $7.00 2.6”

8020

8021

8022

Snowfall

FINNISH TONTTU

FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS

Our hand-made figures are crafted from felt and real fleece
with a bell at the top of the felt cap. Made in a small workshop
outside of Helsinki, they are small treasures for the holiday
home. Available in three sizes:

Triple-ply napkins in cocktail
or luncheon sizes come in
packages of 20.
8031 C. $5.00 8031 L. $6.00

8028. $77.00 17” 8029. $38.50 12.6” 8030. $28.50 6.6”

EKELUND RUNNER
FROM SWEDEN

Tomtar frolic in a winter landscape
on this new runner from Ekelund.

8034

8032. Skogstomte Runner $45.00
13.7 X 47”

Scandinavians celebrate the winter snow
with sports--all the better to appreciate the
warmth of home when they arrive.

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS

You’ll never want to use
another kind of dishcloth after
you’ve used the amazing Swedish
dishcloths. They are simply the
best for surface cleaning-especially stone or stainless steel.
And, they are biodegradable.

8031 C or L

OLLIE’S SKI TRIP

8035

8034 to 8038. $7.00 each

By Elsa Beskow
Six-year-old Ollie is given his first pair of real
skis. As soon as the snow begins to fall he sets
off on an adventure by himself to the palace of
King Winter. Along the way he meets Jack Frost,
who makes everything sparkle, and Mrs Thaw,
who makes everything melt. At the palace, he
meets children helping to make Christmas presents - until breaktime, when they rush outside
for a big snowball fight. Finally, Mrs. Thaw gets
her way and the lovely snow starts to disappear.
Ollie wishes it could be winter forever.
Hardcover. 6.75” X 5”

8036

8024. $11.95

7045

OLLIE’S SKI TRIP
CHILDREN’S SET

8028

8037

Our dishwasher-safe
melamine 3-piece set
is imported from Sweden.

8029

8025. $38.00/Set

8030

Matching 3-piece cutlery set
8026. $17.50

8024

8038

8032

SWEDISH WINDSHIELD
SCRAPER

DISHCLOTH ENVELOPES

GLIMMIS
REFLECTOR

Made of super-tough birch
laminate, this is a
natural solution for dealing
with wintery mornings.

These personal
reflectors from
Sweden are worn
by nearly everyone
in Scandinavia.
They dramatically
improve the
visibility of pedestrians in low light
conditions with their
3M reflector technology. Attach them to
jacket zippers, backpacks, leashes.....

8027. $10.00 6.5”

8033. $6.00
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8025

8026

We now have envelopes
just the size to hold a
Swedish dishcloth.
Only two stamps
are needed to mail
a “functional”
greeting.
8039.

$1.50 each

2.5”

8039
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Holiday
Baking

ALMOND CAKE PAN

PINE CONE TINS

SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTER MEDLEY

SANDBAKKEL TINS

Our non-stick tins come with a recipe (for gingerbread) tied on with
Swedish ribbon. (Sprinkle powdered sugar on the cookies, and
they look like snowy pine cones.) 8045. $8.50/Set of 9 3.6”

Our teflon-coated and dishwasher-safe cake pan makes
this favorite of Swedish cakes. It comes with a recipe
card tied on with Swedish folk ribbon. 8041. $13.00 12”
Iconic motifs: Dala Horse; Jul Bok; & Moose will bring
Sweden to your holiday baking. They come tied with
Swedish folk ribbon & a recipe card 8044. $6.50/set of 3 3”

These non-stick tins with blue anodized undersides make those
delicious, almondy cookies we love. A set of 9 assorted tart tins
comes tied with Swedish ribbon and a recipe.
8046. $8.50/Set 2” avg.

JUL: SWEDISH AMERICAN HOLIDAY TRADITIONS

By Patrice Johnson
From smörgåsbord and St. Lucia processions to Christmas
Eve gatherings with family and friends, Swedish
Americans are linked through the generations by
a legacy of meatballs and lutefisk.
Christmas traditions, particularly those involving food,
often honor our ancestors. Throughout the Midwest
where Swedish immigrants settled, the dishes placed
on the julbord (Christmas table) tell stories about
who we are, where we come from, and where we
are heading. Come, raise a glass of punsch, hear
tell of holidays past, snack on cardamom bread,
and celebrate jul the Swedish-American way.
Hardcover.

RIM COOKIE CUTTERS

Make bite-sized cookies to perch
on the rim of a cup of your coffee
or cocoa. This is a set of three
assorted shapes tied with Swedish
folk ribbon and a recipe card.
8040. $6.50/Set 2”

8044

8047. $24.95
8040

8047

7059

8041

8046

8045

GINGERBREAD HOUSE COOKIE CUTTER

TOMTE COOKIE CUTTERS

Just roll out your dough and press the cutter twice to make all the parts you
need to create a gingerbread house! Each cutter comes with a recipe card
tied on with Swedish ribbon. 8042. $12.00 7.7 X 11”

Our new Swedish cookie cutters will make cookies
fun for children of all ages to decorate. They come
tied with Swedish folk ribbon and a recipe card.
8048. $6.50/Set of 3 2” average

GOD JUL ALMOND CAKE PLATTER

Our ceramic platter is the perfect size for a delicious almond cake.
8043. $36.00

RIM COOKIE CUTTERS

7.7 X 11”

This set includes a tomte, an angel and a Christmas
tree, and it comes tied with Swedish folk ribbon and a
recipe card. 8049. $6.50/Set 2” average

8042

6053

6

8049

8043
8048

8049
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Lingonberries

Fika

A refreshing morning break tradition from Sweden
CHOCOLATE COVERED
LINGONBERRIES FROM FINLAND

FRUIT PRESERVES

Delicious preserves from Sweden are
enjoyed by everyone. We have both
the favorite Lingonberry and the very
special Cloudberry preserves.
8050. Lingonberry $12.50 14.1 oz.
8051. Cloudberry $17.50 14.1 oz.

8063

What a wonderful combination!
8062. $9.00/Pkg.

SWEDISH DISH CLOTHS
8050

8062

8051

These popular cloths make great gifts for everyone on your
list--and keep some on hand for last minute gifts.
8063. $7.00 each

SWEDISH PEPPARKAKOR

8054

Quintessential Swedish cookies, our
gingery pepparkakor will melt in your
mouth.

SWEDISH
LAMINATED
BIRCH
FIKA TRAYS

8052. $7.00 10.6 oz. Box
8053. $18.00 15.9 oz. Gift Tin

Our birch laminate
tray from Sweden is
dishwasher safe and
perfect for serving a
fika. The motif is a
woven birch bark.

SWEDISH GLÖGG MIX

Heat and serve this as is, or “fortify” it
with wine or spirits; it will warm you on
a cold winter evening.

8065

8054. $12.50 26.4oz.
7216

8052

GLÖGG CARAFE & WARMER

8064. Fika Tray
$21.50 ea. 10.6
X 7.8”

Our stylish carafe will stay warm with
just a tealight below.
8055. Glögg Carafe Set $62.00
GLÖGG CUPS
8053
8055

7218

OPEN SANDWICHES

8056

7217

By Trine Hahnemann
From bestselling author Trine Hahnemann comes this
new cookbook covering everyone’s favorite Danish food:
smørrebrod. There are so many variations on the classic
open sandwich, with ideas for every season and every
taste. We all know about pickled herring and
smoked salmon on a slice of dark,
dense rye bread, but
Trine introduces
us to lots more
fresh, seasonal
creations.
Trine not only gives
recipes, but also
background on the
origins of these perfect
little Danish snacks
traditionally served with
aquavit or a cold beer..
Hardcover.
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8058. $19.99

Matching glass cups with gold accents.
8056. Glögg Cups $26.00/set of 2

GLÖGG SPOONS

Gold plate spoons are the perfect size
for a glögg party.
8057. Glögg Spoons $21.00/set of 4

8057

7227
8066 C or L

LASER-CUT WOOD BAG CLIPS

ORREFORS
RASPBERRY PATTERN

Our all-natural solution for keeping your
opened bags of coffee or snacks fresh is
this laser-cut birch clip with pig motif. 6”

One of Orrefors’s most loved patterns,
the rounded raspberry texture creates a
glittery brilliance.

8067. Pig Bag Clip $7.00

FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS

LÖFBERGS
SWEDISH COFFEE

8059

8061

SPECIAL PRICES DURING NOVEMBER

CERAMIC GLÖGG CUP

We have cheery cups just the
right size to enjoy your glögg.
8065. $9.00 ea. 3 oz.
Triple-ply napkins in cocktail
or luncheon sizes come in
packages of 20.
8066 C. $5.00
8066 L. $6.00

8060

8059. Bowl $100.00 SALE $50.00 7.5”
8060. Vase $100.00 SALE $50.00 6.5”
8061. Votive $35.00 SALE $20.00 4.5”

8064

8067
6213

Swedes love their coffee and
Lofberg has been producing
their distinctive roasts for more
than a century. We offer both
a medium and dark roast for
your Fika pleasure. 8.8oz
vacuum packs.
8068. Medium Roast $9.00
8069. Dark Roast $9.00

8068

8069
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Nordic Sweets

SKANDIKITCHEN CHRISTMAS

By Bronte Aurell
Anyone who has ever been in Scandinavia in December will
know that Scandinavians really love Christmas. From huddling
up in candlelit snowed-in cottages to consuming glögg at every
opportunity, Christmas is peak-hygge season all over Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark. Everything reverts back to
tradition once Advent Sunday has come along.
From saffron scented bakes to “gingerbread spice in everything!”,
Christmas is the time to
break the never-ending
darkness with edible
treats and joyful feelings.
Scandinavians visit friends
and families taking along
something home baked to
share. They have
Jul-Smörgåsbord parties where
old and young celebrate with a
spread of traditional dishes and
delicacies. Everything they do
for Jul is centered around food,
tradition, and home comforts. Join
Bronte and feel the warmth, even
when it’s cold outside!. Hardcover.

Bagged Swedish treats

Candy

MINI DAIM

These bite-sized pieces of
buttery, chocolate-covered
toffee are individually wrapped .
8077. $8.75/Pkg 7.1 oz.

SWEDISH GUMMI
DALA HORSES

Who doesn’t have a sweet
tooth on their gift list?

Soft and chewy treats in the shape
of Sweden’s national symbol.
8073. $5.50/Pkg 5.3 oz.

These make great stocking stuffers

Milk Chocolate Bar

Creamy milk chocolate.
8078. $3.75 2.12 oz.
Firkløver Bar

Creamy milk chocolate & bits
of hazelnuts.
Smil

Milk chocolate filled with
soft caramel in bite-sized
sections. 8080. $4.50 2.7 oz.

Soft Raspberries give Swedish

gummis a taste of summer.
8074. $7.50/Pkg.

Polka Mints are the perfect

breath freshener.

8078

8075. $7.50/Pkg. 8 oz.
Mintees are mint-flavored dark

Marabou

Chocolate from Sweden

chocolates in crunchy shells.

8076. $7.50/Pkg. 6 oz

Milk Chocolate Bar

Our favorite Swedish milk chocolate.
8079

5144

BAKELAND

8081. $5.00 3.5 oz

Marabou Dark Chocolate

Rich dark chocolate--some say it’s
health food!

By Marit Hovland
With fifty tempting dessert recipes and 140 stunning
color photographs, Bakeland is as much
a treat for the eyes as it is for
the taste buds. Hovland offers
a sweet, playful approach to
the New Nordic cuisine trend.
Her belief that “inspiration can be
found everywhere” shines through
in each of her culinary creations,
which replicate the most striking
aspects of the natural world. From
chocolate sea to pinecone-shaped
gingersnaps, Bakeland takes readers
on an artful, tasty trip through nature
in Norway, season by season. With
step-by-step illustrated instructions and
an emphasis on simplicity, Hovland’s approach to baking is as accessible as it is
delectable. Hardcover. 8071. $30.00

8082. $7.50 7.1 oz.
8080

8084

Daim Milk chocolate coats

buttery toffee. Two bars per
package. 8083. $3.00 1.97 oz.

Fazer

8081

Chocolate from Finland
Fazermint

8073

Individually-wrapped dark chocolates
with minty cream filling.

COOK YOURSELF HAPPY
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Chocolate from Norway

8079. $3.75 2.12 oz.

NORDIC SWEETS

8070. $19.95

By Caroline Fleming
Cook Yourself Happy is a beautifully illustrated
cookbook with over 100 delicious
Danish recipes. This cookbook
promotes the best of Danish
cuisine, presenting a mouthwatering selection of authentic,
traditional Danish recipes, which
have been handed down through
the generations. Food, family and
Denmark are Caroline’s first loves,
and this is echoed in the book with
photographs of Caroline cooking at home,
interspersed with gorgeous photographs
of her family home in Denmark.
Hardcover. 8072. $35.00

Freia

8082

8084. $9.00/Pkg 5.3 oz.
Dumle

Indivdiually-wrapped soft caramel
chews in milk chocolate.
8085. $9.00/Pkg 7.7 oz.
8083

Sirius

Chocolate from Iceland
MILK CHOCOLATE
TOFFEE AND SEA SALT
8076

8074

8086
8085

8075

A gourmet milk chocolate
double bar with Icelandic
sea salt and caramel.
8086. $10.00 7.1 oz.
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Holiday Lights
In Sweden you can find
towns where almost all the
windows in every home are
aglow with these reminders
of the light of Christmas.

Count down to
Christmas with
this 12” taper from
Denmark.

Our holiday towel comes from
generations of skill from Ekelund.
8097. Granfagel Towel $28.00

If you are looking for a natural kitchen,
you’ll love our Swedish dishcloths.
Made of 70% cellulose and 30%
cotton, they are washing machine
sturdy, but also biodegradable.

8098. $4.75

CERAMIC
HYGGE MUG

8103 to 8109. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

A cozy Swedish
stuga on a wintery
night inspired our
ceramic mug.
8099. $10.00

8103

SWEDISH
WOOD TREE

8087

VILLAGE CANDELABRA

We love the simple
lines and natural
finish on this new
birchwood table
decoration
from Sweden.

The stugas in our new lighting accent
glow with battery operated LED lights.
8087. $52.00 17.1”

CANDELABRA
REPLACEMENT BULBS
8091. Bulbs for 5-Light
Candelabra $3.95/Pkg. of 3
8092. Bulbs for 7-Light
Candelabra $3.95/Pkg. of 3

Swedish Dishcloths

ADVENT TAPER

TOWEL FROM SWEDEN

8088 W. $52.50 13.5”

8089 W. $42.00 11”

8090 W. $50.00 13.5”

8088 R. $52.50 13.5”

8089 R. $42.00 11”

8090 R. $50.00 13.5”

8100. $7.00 each

8097 15.5 X 23.5”

5.7”

8104

8105

TOMTE RIBBON

Our cotton ribbon from Sweden will add a
special accent to your wrapping. It comes
in a two yard bundle. 1” wide.
8093. $4.75/bdl.

8088 N. $52.50 13.5”

8089 N. $42.00 11”

8090 N. $50.00 13.5”

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDERS

Our collection of heavenly themed holders gently spin from the heat of a single
tealight. 8094, 8095 or 8096. $15.00 each 6.5”

8099

8098

8100

8106

LASER-CUT TREES

Our toy motif decorations come flat and assemble quickly to decorate your
mantle or table--and then store flat until next holiday season. Two sizes:

8107

8101. $12.00 5.8” 8102. $14.00 7.8”

Easy
Assembly

8108

12

8093
8094

8095

8096

8101

8102

8109
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Forest Friends

LASERCUT DECORATION

Our collection of intricately laser-cut decorations is
made of birch.
8118, 8119, 8120 & 8121. $6.00 each 2”

ANIMAL POT GUARDS

Keep your pots from sputtering and bubbling over
by venting them with these clever, laser-cut birch
pot guards. 8122 & 8123. $6.50 each 2”

NORWEGIAN GIFT BOXES

These whimsical boxes are just the right size for some sweets, a gift
card or cash. They come flat in sets of two assorted animals for easy
assembly. A delight to receive by children of any age. 4.5”

8110

SWEDISH MERINO WOOL REINDEER SOCKS

8118

Bengt & Lotta’s Reindeer pattern is a perfect holiday
fashion accent. Their socks are made in Sweden of
Merino wool for super comfort.

8110. Reindeer/Moose $14.50/Pr. 8111. Fjordling/Moose $14.50/Pr.

OTTO AND THE SECRET LIGHT OF CHRISTMAS

8124 R or G. $23.50/pair

By Nora & Pirkko-Lissa Surojegin
In this charming storybook, a mother and daughter team have painted a
captivating picture of the landscape, wildlife and folklore of Finland. Each
chapter features a short new episode, making this book perfect for bedtime
reading. A beautiful book about longing, friendship and seeking as Otto,
an elfin adventurer, sets off on a journey to find the light of Christmas.
8112. $24.95 Hardcover

Machine-washable.

Available in two sizes
(womens shoe sizes listed here):
S = sizes 5-8 L = sizes 8-13

SWEDISH MERINO WOOL BEAR SOCKS
6113

FELT TRIVETS

8125. Bear Pattern Adult size $23.50/pair
8126. Bear Pattern Kid Size $16.00/pair

8119

8111

Our hand-felted trivets from Klippan of Sweden were designed by Bengt &
Lotta. 8113 or 8114. $17.00 ea. 8”
Farm Tomte:
7052 C. $5.00
7052 L. $6.00

Our Bear pattern socks are from Bengt & Lotta.
They come in both adult and kids sizes.

8124 R

Machine-washable.

8124 G

Kids socks available in three sizes:
S = sizes 3-6 months
M = sizes 6-24 months
L = sizes 8-11 kids

BURLWOOD BOTTLETOPPERS

Our toppers are hand-carved in Finland from the
rootballs of arctic birch trees.
8127 & 8128. $19.75 ea.

2.5”

8120

8113

8112

8127

8112

8115

8128

8126
8114

6117

8121

REINDEER ANTLER GIFTS

LASERCUT
CANDLERINGS

The Sami in the far north of Finland
collect naturally shed antlers to create
these openers & bottle toppers. Every
one is unique. Each comes with a
story card attached with folk ribbon.

BIRCHWOOD
DECORATIONS

Use these laser-cut
decorations for your
tree. You can write
on the smooth surface
to personalize them.
Or use them for
package tie-ons or
bottle tags. This
woodland-themed
assortment comes
in a ribbon-tied gift
package.

Reindeer are the inspiration
for these new lasercut birch
candlerings.

8129.

8115. Bottle Opener $29.75 ea.
8116. Bottle Topper $22.00 ea.

$10.50/Pkg.of 2
5.5”
8122

8117. $9.75 for a
package of 6. 3”

8125
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15
8117

8116

8123

Birds

FELT ORNAMENT

Klippan’s needle-felted bird will look
festive on your Christmas tree.
8130. $9.00

2.5”

FELT COIN PURSES

Klippan’s hand-crafted, needle-felted
purses are lined.
8131 & 8132 . $17.50 ea. 5.7”

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDER

The heat from a tealight gently
spins this Lovebird candleholder.
8143. $15.00 6.5”

Swedish Dishcloths

EKELUND TOWEL

From the master weavers in Horred,
Sweden we have this charming
Natt towel woven in 100% cotton.

If you are looking for a natural kitchen,
you’ll love our Swedish dishcloths.
Made of 70% cellulose and 30%
cotton, they are washing machine
sturdy, but also biodegradable.

8144. $28.00 15.7 X 23.5”

8150 to 8156. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

KLIPPAN PINE CONE PATTERN

Lotta Glave’s new holiday pattern
for Klippan of Sweden captures the
folk art spirit of the holildays. Fabrics
are silk-screened on 100% cotton.
We have a complete kitchen accent
collection:
8133.
8134.
8135.
8136.
8137.

8130

Swedish Dishcloth $7.00
Felt Trivet $17.00 8.3”Ø
Oven Mitt $17.00 12”
Hot Pad $17.00 8”
Kitchen Towel $18.50 18 X 27”

8150

8131

SWEDISH WOODEN BIRDS

8133

8143

8132

8151

are some of our favorite figures.

8149 R or 8149 B. $12.00 each 3.6”

CERAMIC BIRD MUGS

Our feathered friends are the
decoration for our ceramic mugs.

8135

8145 & 8146. $10.00 ea.

BIRD VOTIVES

And our thick-walled votives are made of
recycled glass. 8147 & 8148. $11.00 ea.

8149 B

8149 R

8152

8153

8136
8134

8137

PINE CONE RUNNER

8145

8146

8147

8148

SWEDISH COTTON/LINEN TOWELS We have coordinating Swedish linens for several of our popular Swedish

This generously-sized runner will
set a festive table.

8154

Dishcloths. They are silk-screened on 50% Cotton / 50% Linen fabric. Use them in the kitchen or as a guest towel in the bathroom.
They make a great combination gift set with a dishcloth. 8140, 8141 & 8142. 12 X 19.5”

8138. $30.00 17.7 X 60”

PINE CONE PAPER NAPKINS

Made in Sweden.
Luncheon-size only.

8139. $6.00 for a package of 20

8155

16
8139

8156
8138

8140. Chickadee $12.00

8141. Nuthatch $12.00

8142. Bird on a Wire $12.00
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Swedish Dishcloths
More of our popular eco-friendly
dishcloths from Sweden. They replace
dozens of rolls of paper towels.
Made of 70% cellulose and 30%
cotton, they are washing machine
sturdy, but also biodegradable.
8157 to 8162. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

8157

Colors

of

If you have traveled the
countrysides of Scandinavia you
have seen the colors of nature
from dandelions to linnea.
They are wonderful inspiration
for these textiles from Sweden’s
master weavers at Ekelund.

Nature

8158
7149

8165

Swedish Dishcloths

EKELUND RUNNERS

Blossom-filled runners from the weavers at Ekelund.
8165. Angsdrom Runner $50.00 13.8 X 55”
8166. Sommarhimmel Runner $45.00 13.8 X 47”
8167. Spring Runner $50.00 13.8 X 55”

If you are looking for a natural kitchen,
you’ll love our Swedish dishcloths.
Made of 70% cellulose and 30%
cotton, they are washing machine
sturdy, but also biodegradable.

THE SNOWY NAP

by Jan Brett
The newest book from Jan
Brett! Snow is on the way, and
as Hedgie trundles around the
farm all his friends tell him of
the winter-time fun he will
miss as he hibernates
--Icicles decorating the
chicken coop! Lisa
making snowmen! The
pond turned to slippery
ice! It sounds so
amazing, Hedgie
decides to stay awake
instead of going to his burrow. But then a snowstorm starts. Luckily,
Lisa finds him and brings him inside so Hedgie gets to
see the wonders of winter from inside the cozy house.

8168

8171 to 8174. $7.00 ea. 6.7 X 8”

8171 Y

8171 P

8168. $18.99

FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS

Triple-ply napkins in cocktail or luncheon sizes come in
packages of 20. 8169. $6.00/Pkg. Luncheon-size only
8172

8159

8164
8163

EKELUND LINENS

We bring the summer garden into your
home with these lovely woven cotton
textiles from Sweden.

8160

8163. Lovsta Runner $45.00 13.8 X 47”
8164. Lovsta Towel $28.00 14 X 23.5”

8173

8166

8169

GARDEN NOTECARDS

Lovely watercolor art will bring the summer garden to
any recipient. 8170. $15.00/Pkg. of 8 Asst.

8161

SWEDISH DRYING MAT

It’s super absorbant--put one
under your dish drainer, colander of freshly-washed produce,
or hand-washed glassware.
8175. $9.50 13.7X12”

8174

8162

8175

8167

18
8164

8170
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Nordic
Accents

LAGOM

by Niki Brantmark
For everyone who has gotten cozy
with hygge, discover another way of
Scandinavian living with this full
color, definitive guide to lagom
(pronounced lar-gom), a balanced
lifestyle enjoyed by Swedes that
embodies the ideal of “not too little,
not too much—just right.”
In this inviting, inspirational
illustrated guide, Niki Brantmark
explains lagom and explains how to
incorporate it into your own lifestyle,
Hardcover. 8176. $19.99

ILLI NECKLACE

EKELUND LINENS

We bring the gardens for all seasons into
your home with these lovely woven cotton
textiles from Sweden.

8179
7189

TOWELS
8178. Hoglunda Towel $18.50 13.8 X 19.7”
8179. Boda Towel $28.00 15.7 X 23.5”
8180. Adak Towel $18.50 13.8 X 19.7”
8181. Rogla Towel $18.50 13.8 X 19.7”
8182. Bella 910 Towel $18.50 13.8 X 19.7”

7190

BIRCH CANDLEHOLDERS
FROM SWEDEN

These elegant, natural birch taper
holders come in two sizes.
8187. Tall $21.00 9”
8188. Short $19.00 7.5”

RUNNERS
8184. Boda Runner $45.00 13.8 X 47”
8185. Bella 910 Runner $45.00 13.8 X 47”
8176

Natural birch beads from Sweden are
strung on on a sterling chain to create a
simply stylish necklace.
8186. $31.00

CANDLE RINGS

8186

PAPER NAPKINS FROM FINLAND

in natural birch from Sweden can be
used as napkin rings, as well.
8189. $13.50/Set of 4

Pears & plums are the inspiration for these
lovely fall-colored napkins from Finland.
Available in cocktail and luncheon sizes.

8184

8183 C. Cocktail Size $5.00/Pkg. of 20
8183 L. Luncheon Size $6.00/Pkg. of 20

8189
Shown half of 2/3 size.

8180

THEA FELT TOTE BAG

You’ll love this tote for holding your
needlework projects--or simply for
carrying your “stuff.” 100% polyester
felt with Swedish cotton braid trim.

8177

8190. $33.50 15” tall

THE NORDIC GUIDE TO LIVING
10 YEARS LONGER

by Bertil Marklun, MD, PhD
A short guide to a long life,
this pragmatic little book channels
the simple, healthy lifestyle of
Scandinavia. Swedish doctor Bertil
Marklund covers broad ground in
just over 100 pages, providing a
comprehensive guide to lifestyle
choices, including sleep, diet,
exercise, and the negative impact of
stress. He also introduces the concept of lagom, a Swedish take on
moderation.We can all adopt the 10
tips outlined in the book without
completely rethinking the way we live.
8177. $12.95 Paperback

8178

8181

8185

20
8183 C or L

8182

8190
8187

8188
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Hearts

ANIMAL POT GUARDS

Keep your pots from sputtering
and bubbling over by venting
them with these clever, lasercut birch pot guards. 8202 to

8204. $6.50 each 2”

STAINLESS HEARTS JEWELRY

Striking contemporary design from Finland.
8192. Necklace on leather cord $50.00
8193. Earrings $50.00

8192

Kitchen

SWEDISH
PANCAKE TURNER

This flexible and sturdy ABS
plastic will make you a pro at
turning out those wafer-thin,
delicious Swedish delicacies. It
comes with a recipe card tied
on with Swedish folk ribbon.
Dishwasher-safe.

DANISH JUL NOTECARDS

Peter Nielsen’s richly detailed art is just part of the
charm of these notecards. Each tells a story of
the holiday treats of Scandinavia. The back side
includes recipes as well!

8205. $7.50 13.5”

BURLWOOD HEARTS FROM FINLAND

The richly grained burlwood is prized in Finland.
These hearts are hand cut and polished and then
stained red and lacquered.

8206. $16.00/Pkg. of 8 asst. cards 4 X 6”

8194. Heart Necklace $26.00 20” sterling chain.
8195. Heart Keyring $18.50

8193

HEART VOTIVE

This clear-cup votive comes from Denmark

Shown Shown half of 2/3 size. of

8196. $7.50/Pkg.of 8

8202

8206

HEART ORNAMENTS

Rosemaled hearts are cast in pewter in Norway.
8197. $14.50 2”

8205

Our wooden heart comes from Sweden.

8207 R

8198. $6.00 2”

NORWEGIAN WAFFLE
SILICONE TRIVET

8196

8194

Norwegians love waffles. This clever
interpretation in heat resitant silicone will protect
your tabletop from hot pots and pans. Available in
red or blue. 8207 R or B. $26.00 7”

8203

WAFFLE SILICONE COASTERS

Waffle sections form cute heart-shaped coasters.
8208. $26.00/Set of 4 3.7”

8207 B

8195
8197

8198

HEARTS & PINES GLASSWARE

Octagonal faceted glassware with handfriendly facets at the base are the perfect
shape for this classic holiday pattern.

Shown half of actual size.

8207 R

8204

FELT HEART ORNAMENTS

PLURING SWEDISH CLOTH HOLDERS

Here’s an elegantly simple solution for hanging
towels and dishcloths in the kitchen or bathroom.
Just poke the fabric into the center of the Pluring,
and it grips to hold. The peel-off adhesive tape
back attaches to all smooth surfaces. Made in
Sweden. 8209. $6.50 ea.
SWEDISH CHEF’S COLANDER SPOON

Lotta Glave’s colorful needle-felted hearts
from Klippan of Sweden..

This tool is wonderful for pasta or vegetables--it’s
light and strong. You’ll find yourself using it
almost every time you cook. 8210. $8.00 14”

8201. $33.50/Set of 4 2”

8199. Double Old Fashion $12.50 each
8200. Hi Ball $12.50 each

8209 W

WHITE PINE SWEDISH DISHCLOTH

It coordinates with our Swedish Drying Mat.
8211. $7.00 each 2”

8209 R
8209 B

8208

WHITE PINE SWEDISH DRYING MAT

8210

8200
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8199

8201

8210

Put our super absorbant drying mats
to work under your
drippy kitchen
equipment, such as
colanders or dish
racks; or find your
own creative uses
for them. They are
made of the same
fabric as our popular dishcloths--just bigger.
8212. $9.50 15X19”

8211

8212
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Dala Horses

WOODEN
ORNAMENTS
FROM SWEDEN

SWEDISH BIRCH LAMINATE
DALA HORSE KEYRING

A sturdy and eye-catching holder.

Dala Horses to
decorate your
tree -- including a
new unicorn dala
horse!

KURBITSBLOM DALA HORSE LINENS

Woven in cotton by Ekelund of Sweden, our towel and runner
celebrate the icon of Sweden.

8229. $7.50 2.3”

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDER

The heat from a tealight gently spins
this Dala Horse candleholder.

8222 to 8225

8230. $15.00 6.5”

8213. Kurbitsblom Runner $45.00 13.5 X 47
8214. Kurbitsblom Towel $18.50 13.5 X 19.6

NORWEGIAN STERLING SØLJE

is the national jewelry of Norway.
8232. Brooch $78.00
8233. Earring $53.00

DALA HORSE GLASSWARE

Sagaform’s carafe and aquavit glass set is perfect for skåling!
8215. Dala Horse Aquavit Glasses $21.00/Set of 4 3.5”
8216. Dala Horse Carafe $32.00

8226

8213

8229

8232

8222. $6.00 2.5”

8216

8215

8230

8214

SWEDISH
DISHCLOTHS

7237

They are so much
better than a sponge,
you’ll never go back
to other cloths after
using these.

8233

NORWEGIAN
PEWTER JEWELRY

SWEDISH BIRCHWOOD
LUGGAGE TAGS

Super tough laminated wood
with a steel cable -- they’ll be
easy to spot at baggage claim.

Jewelry in precious metals
has been part of Norwegian
culture going back to the Viking
Age. The design of this brooch
comes from the bunad jewelry
of Aust Agder. 8231. $45.00

8223. $6.00 2”
8227

8220. Folk Ribbon $7.50
8221. Dala Horse $7.50

8217 & 8218. $7.00 ea.

Shown actual-size.
8233 also available as pendant

6.7 X 8”

8219

GLIMMIS
REFLECTOR
8217

These personal
reflectors from Sweden are
worn by nearly everyone in
Scandinavia.
They dramatically improve
the visibility of pedestrians in
low light conditions with their
3M reflector technology.
Attach them to jacket zippers, backpacks, leashes.....
8219. $6.00
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8234

8228
8224. $7.00 2.3”

Shown actual-size.

ANNA VIKTORIA
DALA HORSE JEWELRY
AND BOTTLE OPENER

8220

MAJ and MARJA
STERLING
JEWELRY

Stockholm designer Anna
Viktoria created this stylish
collection celebrating
Sweden’s iconic symbol.

8226. Bottle Opener $12.00
8227. Bracelet $31.00
8228. Necklace $36.00

7240

2.5”

8221

8218
7239

Shown actual size.

16” chain
8225. $7.00 2.3”

Shown actual-size.

8235

A contemporary rendition of classic
Norwegian acanthus motifs in silver
with a satin finish.
8231
Shown actual-size.

8234. Mai Earring $33.00
8235. Marja Necklace $39.00
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OZONE STOCKINGS

8236 C

We have two lovely patterns: Nordic
Stripe and Festive Gates motifs, which
draw on traditional folk patterns.

SAMI JEWELRY

8240 to 8244.

8245 M or L. $50.00
8246 M or L. $67.00 8247. $36.00

Beautifully detailed,
hand-cast ornaments.

8236 C or N. Nordic Stripe $15.00/pair
8237 B or N. Rajastahni $15.00/pair

(Be sure to specify color when ordering)

Nordic

SAMI MUG

NORWEGIAN
PEWTER
ORNAMENTS

This hand-crafted jewelry from Sweden
combines hand-sewn reindeer leather
with intricately woven silver/pewter wire
and reindeer antler buttons.

The colorful folk dress of the
Sami inspired the decoration
for our ceramic mug.

Knits

8249. $12.00

MERINO WOOL
SWEDISH SOCKS

The designs from Bengt & Lotta have
created loyal fans around the world.
Their collection of socks is made in
Sweden of Merino wool for super comfort.
Their Garden and Monica motifs draw on
traditional folk patterns.
8238. Garden Pattern

MARIUS SOCKS FROM NORWAY

$23.50/pair
8239. Monica Pattern
$23.50/pair

The Marius pattern was designed in
1953 and has become the most knitted pattern in Norway. It’s considered
a Norwegian icon that symbolizes
their passion for the outdoors and
their love of Norwegian nature.

8236 N
8240. $14.50 2”

Machine-washable.

Available in two sizes
(womens shoe sizes listed here):
S = sizes 5-8 L = sizes 8-13

8248. $23.00

(womens shoe sizes listed here):
M = sizes 6-9.5 L = sizes 10-13

8249

NORDIC KNIT CAP

is a classic Selbu motif.

8237 B

8250. $23.00

SWEDISH DISHCLOTH

How sweet! A pair of birds cuddled
inside a pair of knitted mittens!

8241. $14.50 2”

8251. $7.00
7177

8247

8251
8237 N
8242. $14.50 2”

8245

8246

8250

Bracelets are vailable in Med. (7”) and Lge. (7.9”) sizes.

GLIMMIS
REFLECTORS

8243. $14.50 2”

8252

These personal
reflectors from
Sweden are worn by
nearly everyone in
Scandinavia. They
dramatically improve the
visibility of pedestrians
in low light conditions
with their 3M reflector
technology. Attach them
to jacket zippers,
backpacks, leashes.....
8252.

$6.00

8238
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8239
8244. $14.50 2”

8248

2.5”
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URNES BRACELET

Our pewter bracelet from Norway is inspired by the 11th
century Viking style of decoration. 8255. $58.00
ENDLESS KNOT BRACELET

LASER-CUT BREAD BOARD & SPREADER

HAND HAMMERED IRON VIKING SHIP CANDLEHOLDER

8253. Spreader $4.75 7” 8254. Bread Board $10.00 7.5”

8262. $95.00

Wonderful laser-cut detail of a Viking ship will add a Scandinavian accent to your table.

Inspired by Viking age jewelry, this sterling bracelet is
accented with leather cording. 8256. $27.00

Forged in the iron making traditions of Swedish smide, this striking
holder has spikes to firmly hold ball or pillar candles.
THORS HAMMER NECKLACES

Our brass finish iron necklace from Sweden comes on a leather cord.
8263. $22.00 Our necklace from Norway uses runic details on a
Thor’s Hammer. 8264. $45.00 (18” leatherette cord}

NYFORM TROLL FROM NORWAY

This furry-haired latex troll is making a clean sweep of things.
8257. $34.00 4”

8253

SEVEN WAYS TO TRICK A TROLL

By Lise Lunge-Larsen
Trolls! They are huge and ugly and very, very dangerous.
But luckily, their brains are no bigger than a walnut, so even
small children can trick them. First, though, you need to know
their weaknesses—and that’s where these stories come in.
It is helpful to know what a little girl can do when she finds out
that trolls hate loud noises. Or how two brothers might make
an entire family of horrible trolls burst and turn to stone.
Helpful, but also great fun, and it doesn’t hurt to be reminded
of all the tricks children already know when it comes to
overcoming trolls—or other fearsome beings and things.

8254

8258. $19.95 Hardcover

8262

NORSE MYTHS

By Martin J. Dougherty
The stories of Thor, Odin and Loki are familiar to most
of us. Many people know that the Norse gods fought
against giants and were ultimately betrayed by Loki
the trickster. The end of the world and the death of the
gods in a grim battle called Ragnarok has also found
its way into popular
culture. Ideas taken
from Norse mythology are frequently
found in modern
fantasy and science
fiction – such as
elves, dwarfs and
undead warriors
rising from an
unquiet grave,
for example.
Norse mythology is rich
in adventure
and ideas about creation,
8268
death and the afterlife.
8268. $29.95 Hardcover

VIKING MYTHS
7259

7271

8255
8265

VIKING RUNIC JEWELRY
8257
7261

8264

7272
8256

8263

The Vikings believed that
runes had great power. From
a collection that combines
runic characters to create
symbols to inspire, this
necklace is made of sterling
silver in Iceland. 8265.
Wisdom Necklace $79.00

8269. $12.95 Hardcover

VIKING THEMED MUGS

Give your Viking a hearty mug to hold her (or his) beverage.

8258

8266. Runic Mug for hot or cold beverages $12.00
8267. Viking Ship Mug for cold beverages $18.50

8259. $14.50 2”

NORWEGIAN PEWTER ORNAMENTS

Beautifully detailed, hand-cast ornaments.
8259 & 8260.

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDER

The heat from a tealight gently spins this Viking candleholder.
8261. $15.00 6.5”
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7264
Shown half actual

8260. $14.50 2”

8261

8266

By Jacqueline Morley
Here are the tales the
Vikings told: of gods
and goddesses,
sea monsters
and ice giants,
dark forests,
flying chariots,
shapechangers,
cloud spinners,
and cunning,
gold-hoarding
underground
dwarves. These
8269
eight stories start at the world’s
beginning, with one realm of ice
and snow and another of fire. Discover Asgard, a
stronghold of shining palaces; Loki’s secret wife in
Giantland and their terrifying children; the gentle
goddess Idunn’s golden apples of immortality, and
much more Viking lore and legend. Ages 12 and up.

8267

THE LITTLEST VIKING

By Alexandra Penfold
Sven might be the littlest
Viking, but he has no
trouble making himself
known. He has the
loudest warrior cry
and the fiercest set
of teeth. He loves to
pillage and plunder.
But there’s a new
kid in town—a
tiny warrior
princess, who
is smaller than
Sven and even
louder. What’s a little Viking
to do? Ages 4-8.
8270. $17.99 Hardcover

8270
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Uff Da!

OLE & LENA’S SCANDINAVIAN
FORTUNE COOKIES

These unique fortune cookies contain favorite
Ole and Lena jokes (all in good taste)! Each
box has approximately one dozen, individuallywrapped cookies. 8274. $6.00/box

2019 Calendars
Marvel at the gorgeous photography of Per Eide
and Chad Ehlers. Enjoy beautiful images of
Norway or Sweden combined with authentic
rosemaling or Dala painting. 9.3 X 13”
8279. Splendor of Norway Calendar $14.99
8280. Splendor of Sweden Calendar $14.99

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS

Uff da! Who made that mess?
8271 B or G. $7.00

These have beautiful photography as
well as folk painting and verses. 9 X 13”

8281. Norway Visions and Verses Calendar $13.95
8282. Sweden Visions and Verses Calendar $13.95

Postcard pretty scenic views from
Finland and Denmark. 9 X 12”
8274

8283. Finland Calendar $14.99
8284. Denmark Calendar $14.99

MOOMIN WINTER

By Tove Jansson
As the Moomins prepare to hibernate through
what is going to be the worst winter yet, several unwelcomed guests take advantage of
the Moomins’ generosity and keep the family
awake throughout the long winter. Their quirky
but needy guests prevent the Moomins from
hibernating and the chaos only increases with
the arrival of a little nibling determined to find out
everyone’s secrets. One by one, the nibling sees
what the Moomins and each of their houseguests
do when no one else is looking. But everyone is ashamed of what the nibling
has seen and is determined to keep
their secret activities, well, a secret!
A delightful comic-book style story.
Paperback.

8285

8285. $9.95

8271 B
8271 G
8279

CERAMIC MUGS Add a chuckle to your morning
coffee. 8275. $11.00 8276. $12.00

GLIMMIS
REFLECTORS

8280
8272

7280. $14.50 2.3”

8281

8275

8286

These personal
reflectors from
Sweden are worn by
nearly everyone in
Scandinavia. They
dramatically improve the
visibility of pedestrians
in low light conditions
with their 3M reflector
technology. Attach them
to jacket zippers,
backpacks, leashes.....
8286.

$6.00

2.5”

8276

8273

8282

UFF DA KNIT CAP

Let your hat say what you are thinking when the
temperature plunges and you need to brave the elements.
8272.

$19.00

UFF DA ORNAMENT

This is cast in pewter in Norway.
8273.

LEFSE UFF DA CHIPS

MOOMIN NAPKINS

These chips are made from lefse--a deliciously different
snack! They are available in two versions: a seasoned
salt and savory or sweet with cinnamon and sugar. We
like this recloseable 12 ounce container.

Moomins frolic in this
napkin that celebrates
Finnish winters.
Available in cocktail and
luncheon sizes.
Packages of 20.

8277. Salty $15.00 8278. Sweet $15.00

8283

$14.50

8287 C. $5.00/Pkg
8287 L. $6.00/Pkg

8284
8287 C or L
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Heritage

DANISH GUARD FELT FIGURE

The changing of the guards at the Royal Palace in Copenhagen is a charming
part of Danish culture. Our felt figure will charm your home.
8288.

$46.50 8”

(Not intended for children under the age of 3)

ELSA BESKOW FEEDING SET

For more than a century, Elsa Beskows stories have enchanted children and
their parents. Her charming illustrations are the perfect accent for this two piece
baby feeding set made in dishwasher-safe melamine and imported from
Sweden. The illustration comes from her Putte in Blueberry Land book.
8289.

8288

$17.50

NORWEGIAN PEWTER JEWELRY

SISU THE FINNISH ART OF COURAGE

By Joanna Nylund
After you’ve cultivated the coziness of the Danes (hygge) and achieved the
Swedish way of moderation (lagom), then what’s next? How about developing
your Sisu--an “untranslatable” Finnish term referring to a mixture of courage,
resilience, grit, tenacity, and perseverance. It’s a trait that has shaped not just
the fate of a nation but continues to be a guiding principle for how Finns live
their daily lives. Now it can offer lessons to us all, helping us to:
*discover our inner strength
*resolve conflicts at work and home
*achieve our fitness goals
*fight for what we believe in
And much more!

This lovely set with authentic acanthus
details was created from Norwegian buttons.
8295. Earrings $20.00
8296. Bracelet $30.00

SUZANNE TOFTEY WOOL SCARF

This light weight scarf is decorated with the rich
rosemaling tradition of Norway.
8297. $41.00 29 X 70”

SUZANNE TOFTEY ROSEMALING TILE

This is the rosemaling art of Norway on a
ceramic tile. 8298. $16.00 6”

8290. $17.00

FLAG KEY RINGS

Celebrate your heritage with these
super strong birch laminate keyrings
made in Sweden.
8291 D, F, N or S.

8295

$7.50 ea.

8289

BESTE MUGS

8297

Who is more special than
grandmas?
8292 or 8293.

8296

$10.00 ea.

8298

8290

8291 D
8299

8302 B
8291 F

8291 N

8292
8291 S

8293

GLIMMIS
REFLECTORS

These personal reflectors from
Sweden are worn by nearly everyone
in Scandinavia. They dramatically
improve the visibility of pedestrians
in low light conditions with their
3M reflector technology. Attach
them to jacket zippers, backpacks,
leashes.....
8294. $6.00
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8294

2.5”

8300

SONJA ROSE ROSEMALING CERAMICS

Sonja Anderson’s pattern is inspired by the rich tradition of
Telemark rosemaling.
8299. Almond Cake Platter $36.00 6 X 16”
8300. Latte Mug $9.50 16 oz.
8301. Side Plate $16.00 7.5”

8302 R

8301

ROSEMALING MUGS

Suzanne Toftey’s beautiful Telemark style
rosemaling decorates these ceramic mugs
in a choice of two colors.
8302 B or R. $16.00 each 4.5”
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Candlelight

ORREFORS NORDIC LIGHT VOTIVES

Capture the magic of candlelight on a
winter evening with these classic votives
in crystal clear glass from Sweden’s
renowned glass maker.
And enjoy special holiday promotional
savings!
PUCK VOTIVE
8303. REG. $35.00 SALE $20.00

Orrefors

SILK FLORAL CANDLE RINGS

Add a festive accent to your candleholders with these rings.
8318. $5.50 (for 1”Ø candle) 8319. $5.50 (for 1”Ø candle)

Perhaps it’s the long winter nights that
have made candlelight such an integral part of
home life in Scandinavia. Candlelight creates an
“occasion” out of an ordinary day.

DISCUS VOTIVE
8304. REG. $35.00 SALE $20.00
AMOUR VOTIVE
8305. REG. $35.00 SALE $20.00
(Candles not included)

8318

SWEDISH
KANALJUS

This taper candle has
small holes running
through the core to
create a dripless
candle; it is our most
popular candle.

Candle Essentials

8324. $20.00 per
Package of 9 8”

8319
6308

KOSTA BODA BRUK VOTIVES

Festive ruby votives from Sweden’s Kosta Boda.

SWEDISH
CHIME CANDLES

These are 100% stearin
from Sweden.

Detail

8325 R or W.

6307for a set of 3
8320. $20.00

1/2”Ø X 4”

$8.00/Pkg. of 15
SWEDISH
DINNER TAPERS

6309

8303

Simply change the candle color to
match your decor or the mood of
the season. 8306 to 8311

DanishIron

8324

Classic 10” dinner
tapers of 100% stearin
from Sweden come in
white or red:
8326 R or W.

$13.50/Box of 8
SWEDISH WOOD
TAPER HOLDERS

6 HOUR TEALIGHTS

These tealights from
Sweden have a 6 hour
burn time--50% longer
than a typical tealight!

Our holders come in two
heights in a festive red finish.
8321. Tall $27.00 9.5”
8322. Short $25.00 7.5”

8325 R

8325 W

8327. $10.50 per

Package of 30.
CLEAR CUP
TEALIGHTS

8323
8304
8306. $68.00 11”

8307. $25.00

Show off your crystal
candleholders with
these tealights from
Denmark.
8328. $6.75 per

8308. $24.00

BEAD CANDLE AND
NAPKIN RINGS

NOTE: Prices for Iron holders include glass
cups, but candles are sold separately.

These traditional wooden
rings are great for the
holiday table. Use them
for candles or napkins.

8323 $13.50 for a set of 4

Package of 15.

DROP CANDLES
FROM SWEDEN

Made of 100% stearin,
these lovely candles
burn 13 hours. They
come in pairs by color.
8329 R, W or B.

$14.75 per pair 7.2”

8326 R

8326 W
10” Tapers

MINI DROP CADLES
8330. $12.50 per pair 4”
8305

ORREFORS VOTIVES SPECIAL PRICES DURING NOVEMBER
7299. $25.50 5”

8309. $26.00 7”

8310. $25.00 5”

8322

50% LONGER BURN TIME
THAN NORMAL TEALIGHTS

DANISH BALL CANDLES
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8321

8311. $26.00 7”

Our popular 2.5” diameter
ball candles are the candles
of choice for our Danish Iron.
We have a palette of colors
for all year round.

8312 to 8317. $10.00/Pkg.of 4

8312 White

8313 Champagne 8314 Cinnamon Red

8315 Hunter Gr.

8316 Cobalt

8317 Ocher

8327

8328

8329 R

8329 W

8329 B

8330
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SNOWBALL VOTIVES SPECIAL PRICES DURING NOVEMBER

These classic votives have enchanted people around the world
for some time. This year Kosta Boda is presenting a special gift
boxed set in three sizes! And we have them on a speical
promotion 8334. REG. $95.00 SALE $50.00/Set of 3

KOSTA BODA SNOWBALL SET

You can celebrate the winter from the coziness of your kitchen
with these eco-friendly dishcloths from Sweden. See lots more
inside! 8332 & 8333. $7.00 each

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS

8331. $17.99 Hardcover

by Lori Evert and Per Breiehagen
From the creators of the bestselling The Chrsitmas Wish
comes a new wintry tale, in which brave Anja rescues
a baby polar bear! Another winter has come for Anja!
She, her cousin Erik, and her new puppy, Birki, are
excited to explore the snow on their dogsled and make
their way to the Christmas party. But on their journey,
a great blizzard strands the travelers, and a lost baby
polar bear comes to their tent looking for help! Can Anja and her
friends help the little bear find his mother?

THE POLAR BEAR WISH
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